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TICK TRIVIA!
Up to how many eggs can a tick lay?

 

A.  500          B.  1000          C.  5000

 

How long can a tick survive under water?

 

A.  3-7 days          B.  2-4 weeks          C.  6-7 weeks

 

Which tick will run aggressively after a host?

 

A.  lone star tick          B.  deer tick          C.  dog tick

 

Answers will be posted on our Facebook in mid January!

WHAT'S NEW!
 

As 2019 comes to a close

we want to thank all of our

awesome clients for

another great year and we

wish everyone the best for

the new year!

 

 

Welcome to new team

member, Kara!

 

 

Welcome to all of our new

furry faces and their pet

parents. Thank you for

choosing and trusting us!

New Patient Spotlight

 Zuko       Colonel Sanders       Gabbi          Clarkson Jax

The new year stands before us,

like a chapter in a book,

waiting to be written.
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It's a heritable condition (it's passed to offspring)

Almost all abdominal testicles develop cancer later in life

     Cute little Sullivan was a young male kitten that came to us at

approximately 16 weeks of age while in foster care. He appeared to have a

normal penis, but no testicles were present in his scrotum!

 

     It is not uncommon for one or both testicles to not "descend" normally into

the scrotum, which is called cryptorchidism. During typical development,

testicles form inside the abdomen and later move down into the scrotum.

 

     When we see a kitten like Sullivan, the most common explanations for an

"empty" scrotum are either his testicles have already been surgically removed

(neutered) or both testicles are cryptorchid. Sullivan's foster knew he had not

been neutered so he was diagnosed as cryptorchid and scheduled for surgery.

 

Neutering cryptorchid animals is required for two reasons:

 

     During his surgery we received a surprise! We opened his abdomen and

found a uterus! At the end of the uterus were organs that had the

appearance of ovaries located along the path of descending testicles. Sullivan

actually had a form of hermaphroditism, which is a condition where an animal

takes on both male and female reproductive organs. This condition is not

common and makes Sullivan a very unique kitty.

 

     While hermaphroditism causes sterility, we proceeded to remove the

reproductive organs in Sullivan. Sullivan is now anatomically no different than

any neutered male kitten! 

CASE STUDY
THE CASE OF "THE NOT SO CRYPTORCHID 'CRYPTORCHID KITTY' "
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2019 LAKEWOOD STATS

 

Retrievers! -- includes Labrador, Golden, and mixes

We have about 366 of them in our system

Domestic Shorthair! -- no surprise there

We have about 1054 of them in our system

2!

We are VERY happy that number is low!

87+

Some were dental cleanings only and some required extractions

46+ Neuters & 52+ Spays

Countless vaccines, dewormings, and other procedures/treatments

 

Most popular canine breed group
 

 

We love seeing ALL types, shapes, sizes, and colors of dogs though!

 

Most popular cat breed group
 

 

We do see quite a few of the "fancy cat breeds" including: Tonkinese,

Bengal, Maine Coon, Persian, and Ragdoll.

 

Canines treated for heartworm disease
 

 

Heartworm disease really is in VA so make sure to keep your pets

protected all year long!

 

Patients who had a dental procedure performed
 

 

Great job to those pet parents who were able to address their pet's

dental disease!

 

Cause 4 Paws Rescue Round Up
 

 

Cause 4 Paws is a foster based organization that relies on volunteers and

donations to help as many cats & kittens as possible. They do a wonderful

job with all of their felines. We are happy to be able to play a role in

getting the cats healthy and one step closer to their forever homes!


